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The purpose of this Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) between Los
Alarnos National Laboratory and the Strategic Technologies Council of Independent Oil and Gas
Producers (STC) was to develop reservoir management tools that would benefit independent oil and
gas producers and, at the same time, provide advanced information/knowledge-based
weapons program. The cooperative project was divided into four major tasks:

Taskl: Assessment of oil recovery mechanisms and recovery performance
for/by the participating companies; generation of an initial knowledge base
and computerized database to serve as an unclassified testbed for the
development of the concept of the virtural enterprise for certain aspects of
the Nuclear Weapons Program.
Task 2: Development of a refined database.
Task 3: Enhancement of the knowledge and tool base and assessment of its
applicability to the Nuclear Weapons Program.
Task 4: Demonstration of a prototype virtual enterprise (for both weapons
physics designers and small oil and gas producers) based on workflow-directed

tools for the

Web browser technology that supports distributed data access and appropriate
network security.

A major product of this CRADA for the oil and gas producers was advanced knowledge storage and
retrieval tools and a reservoir performance and management resource archive (RPMRA) system. In
addition, this CRADA assisted several members of the STC (independent producers) to survive the
dramatic price collapse of the late Nineties. Positioned by this CRADA, these same domestic
producers are now in the process of developing the Nation’s petroleum reserves. For the Nuclear
Weapons Program, the major product of the CRADA was a virtual enterprise framework called the
Global Weapons Information System (GWIS). This System was directly useful to weapon designers.
More importantly, it laid the groundwork for development of an information/knowledge
management plan for the Nuclear Weapons Program. A key result was identification and use of
classes of commercial software which could produce a Nuclear Weapons Program Information
System with very limited in-house developments.
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